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HeHere was my first little thing I drew. I was proud of myself, all of the coding I had done 
before seemed trivial now that I could actually make an image from mind to code. 
Before it would be just placement of scanned images and animated through gif or flash 
- BUT NOW! everything my whole thought process has changed.  Looking back at old 
webpages I had made, although more dynamic, this little drawing is so much more ex-
citing to me.  This takes a lot more thought and works your brain.  Also, this worm with 
a hat on smoking a cigar I really like!
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But now I am trying to figure out some more complex shapes - It was at this point I 
wanted to make sort of a cowboy hat esc. styled hat for my worm.  It helped a lot to 
write things out, to use math with pen, paper and a calculator, and generally just give 
myself a visual/physical layout of what I wanted to create. 
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As I got more comfortable learning how to make shapes, thanks to the handy refer-
ence guide - I could now envision an even great adventure for my worm. It was at this 
point I decided to dream big and give my worm the gift of the open road. I was delight-
ed each time a new shape took form. It takes patience but it is certainly worth it
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Learning color was a real lightbulb moment for me.  All these color issues finally made 
so much more sense for me.  Just controlling the RGB values with actual data made so 
many instances and past work click together.  I had used all of these functions to make 
color but never experienced it at its most basic level.  It was like looking at color for 
the first time, I was psyched! 
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Afte r playing around for a couple  days, trying ne w  th ings and just ge tting com fortable , I 
w as ve ry h appy to find a fill/strok e  function to be e f up  m y m otorcycle  ridin' w orm . 
Strok e  is som e th ing I use  a lot w h e n cre ating artw ork  in p h otosh op, so I am  com fort-
able  w ith  its use s. Strok e  is an im portant function for m e .
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In the end - I am happy for my worm. We are all on our own spiritual journey trying to 
find meaning in this existence - I wish my worm the best of luck.
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